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Adults



Face Shield Adjustable & Light 

Light, transparent and comfortable covering the 

mouth and nose

Provides protection against contamination, 

splashes, and limits the transmission of infectious 

agents

Universal Size

Comfortable for use by people wearing glasses

Reusable

Length of the foam part- 20 cm

Material: made of High quality 200 g polyester 

film and foam strap.

Fixed behind the ears with elastic bands.

Great alternative to face masks/covering as it 

does not limit breathing like traditional masks

Great option for asthmatics, people with difficulty 

breathing, the elderly, and all others that are not 

used to wearing the mask for a long time.

Product has to be self-assembled, instructions 

included, shipping disassembled assembly takes 1 

minute.

Manufactured in EU.
Suitable for::

office workers,
teachers and students ,

beauticians,
hairdressers ,

couriers ,
salesmen,

uniformed and order services,
hotels ,

bars and restaurateurs , etc.

Pricing (per item):

RRP: € 8.50
21-60 Items: €6.32
61-500 Items: €4.92
501-1000 Items: €4.57
101+Items: €3.86



Light and comfortable protective shield for the mouth 
and nose (excluding eyes).
 
It combines both the comfort of the mask and, thanks to its 
transparency, it acts as a visor.
Reusable product, made of 200-300 gr polyester film and strong 
foam which is a structural element.
Fixed behind the ears with elastic bands.
Size: Universal ( Women and Men)
The shape of the mounting foam makes it suitable for people 
wearing glasses

Visor:

- protects the face
- it does not disturb the free circulation of air and breathing
- made of high-quality components that can be cleaned with 
disinfectants.

Pricing (per item):
 
RRP: €7.50
21-60 Items: €5.58
61-500 Items: €4.34
501-1000 Items: €4.03
1001+Items: €3.41



Cotton Peak with removable visor.

Reusable and washable at 40 C degree.
Cotton peak with adjustable velcro closure.
The peak has a polyester visor that is easily 
detachable
Visor can be easily tilted to the back of the head 
or detached from the cap
The polyester visor has been profiled to the shape 
of the cap, in addition, the lens has a plastic screw 
on the top to protect it from falling.
Colours: yellow, green, blue, red, white, black,
The peak is made of 100% cotton
Replacement visors available
Lens/visor made of 200-300 gr polyester
The peak is stiffened
Weight 270 grams
Manufacture in EU
The design is registered

Product Advantages:
 
Full face protection
Comfortable
Minimum weight
Durable and stable
The visor does not fog up
It does not restrict visibility
It does not disturb the free 
circulation of air and breathing
High-quality components
Easy to assemble

Pricing (per item):
 
RRP: €13.00 
21-60 Items: €9.67
61-500 Items: €7.52
501-1000 Items: €6.98
1001+Items: €5.91



Cotton Cap with Visor

Reusable and washable
Cotton cap/hat with adjustable velcro closure. 100 % cotton.
The cap has a polyester cover that is easily detachable
Gold-coloured snaps decorated with leather-like material on the side of the cap
Visor can be easily tilted to the back of the head or detached from the cap
The polyester visor has been profiled to the shape of the cap, in addition, the lens has 
a plastic screw on the top to protect it from falling.
Colours: green, blue, red, white, black
Company’s Logo can be embroidered on the front of the cap
Replacement visors available
Lens/visor made of 200-300 gr polyester
6 embroidered air vents
Detachable gold-tone clasps
The front and peak is stiffened
Weight 290 grams
Manufacture in EU
The design is registered

Product Advantages:

Full face protection
Comfortable
Minimum weight
Durable and stable
The visor does not fog up
It does not restrict visibility
It does not disturb the free circulation 
of air and breathing
High-quality components
Easy to assemble

Pricing (per item):
 
RRP: €17.00
21-60 Items: €12.65
61-500 Items: €9.84
501-1000 Items: €9.13
1001+Items: €7.73



Size: 22.5 x 13 cm
Weight: 20 g

Product advantages

Comfortable
Minimum weight
Durable and stable
Reusable
Full protection of the nose and mouth
Adjustment to the required size thanks to elastic rubber bands 
and a clip
The foam piece protects against chin irritation
The shield can be easily tilted
Easy to put it on and take it off
The shield does not fog up
It does not limit visibility
It does not disturb the free circulation of air and breathing
High-quality components
Easy to assemble
Easy to clean and disinfect
Replaceable elements available
Manufactured in Europe

Package contains:

Protective shield made of transparent PET film
Chin guard with foam

Fastening elements - 2 x screw and 2 x 
spacers

3 x elastic bands, each 25 cm long
Adjusting clip
User manual

The kit is delivered for self-assembly

Pricing (per item):
 
RRP: €7.00
21-60 Items: €5.21
61-500 Items: €4.05
501-1000 Items: €3.76
1001+Items: €3.18



Face Masks

Reusable masks - Washable at 60 degrees,
Single-layer,
Non-woven mask with an embossed geometric pattern,  which ensures that it 
fits nicely on the face,
Unique and modern design, high quality product,
Non- medical grade face masks,
Colour: dark red, white, blue, grey, beige, black,

Unisex
Dimensions: 17.20 x 20 cm - size of the unfolded mask.
Non-woven fabric - 90-100 g
Has two elastic bands on the sides/ ear loops.

Made of non-woven fabric: OEKO-TEX certified for the contact of the material 
with the skin.
Produced in EU

Pricing (per item):
 
RRP: €1.10
21-60 Items: €082
61-500 Items: €0.64
501-1000 Items: €0.59
1001+Items: €0.50



Face Mask with 4 layers Reusable

A four-layer, reusable, non-sterile, protective filtering mas used for 
effective protection in everyday, essential activities.
It minimizes the risk of contact with viruses and other microorganisms 
transmitted by airborne droplets.
 It isolates the face from potentially infected hands and limits the reflex.
Always protect yourself and your loved ones.

 
Reusable
Mask color: Black &amp; White
Material: non-woven fabric.
Mask dimensions: 20 cm x 10 cm

Product weight: 6 g

Unisex
Universal size

Pricing (per item):
 
RRP: €3.30
21-60 Items: €2.45
61-500 Items: €1.91
501-1000 Items: €1.77
1001+Items: €1.50



TEENAGERS 



Pricing (per item):
 
RRP: €7.00
21-60 Items: €5.21
61-500 Items: €4.05
501-1000 Items: €3.76
101+Items: €3.18

Ultra Light - Face Shield for Teenagers

Includes: 2 face shields and 4 foam parts ( Red, Yellow, Pink 
Green)

Light and comfortable protective mini face shield.

Can be used by teenagers wearing glasses 

Reusable

Size: Students, Teenagers

Protects your face and it does not disturb the free circulation 
of air and breathing.

Made of high-quality components that can be cleaned with 
disinfectants.

The length of the foam is 20 cm



KIDS



Kids - Corclick Mask Face Shield

Product advantages
Comfortable
Minimum weight
Durable and stable
Reusable
Full protection of the nose and mouth
Adjustment to the required size thanks to elastic rubber bands 
and a clip
The foam piece protects against chin irritation
The shield can be easily tilted
Easy to put it on and take it off
The shield does not fog up
It does not limit visibility
It does not disturb the free circulation of air and breathing
High-quality components
Easy to assemble
Easy to clean and disinfect
Replaceable elements available
Manufactured in Europe

Size: 19 x 10 cm
Weight:18 g

Pricing (per item):
 
RRP: €7.00
21-60 Items: €5.21
61-500 Items: €4.05
501-1000 Items: €3.76
1001+Items: €3.18



Children's cap with a rubber visor (non-
cracking) 

Visor that can be raised upwards and detachable with snaps
The cap circumference is adjustable from 46 cm to 53 cm

 Made of 100% cotton fabric
It has adjustable velcro closure in the back
Embroidered air vents

Weight: cap without the visor 340 g
Colours: Green/Yellow, Pink, Red, Blue

Manufactured in EU

The product is not suitable for sports

Pricing (per item):
 
RRP: €15.00
21-60 Items: €11.16
61-500 Items: €8.68
501-1000 Items: €8.06
1001+Items: €6.82



ULTRA LIGHT - Light and comfortable protective face shield that covers mouth and nose.

The new shape of the mounting foam is an excellent proposition for children wearing glasses.
Universal size for kids and students (the length of the foam strip is 20 cm)
Reusable - made of high-quality components that can be cleaned with disinfectants.

It combines both the comfort of the mask and, thanks to its transparency, it acts as a visor, protects the face and 
does not disturb the free circulation of air and breathing.

Colour: Red & Grey

Product made of 200 g polyester film (no PVC) and foam as a structural element and fixed with 2 elastic ear 
loops.
 
Product has to be self-assembled, instructions included, delivered disassembled, assembly takes 1 minute.

Manufactured in EU

Pricing (per item):
 
RRP: €7.50
21-60 Items: €5.58
61-500 Items: €4.34
501-1000 Items: €4.03
1001+Items: €3.41



Reusable Protective Face Shield

Face Mask, Face Visor, Dental Face Shield
Anti-fog Clear Face Shield

Note: If Present, Please Remove Protective Film
Adjustable Head Straps With Adhesive Pad

Fits Most Heads
Offers Good Face Protection

Material: Plastic
Clean With Warm Soapy Water

Please Dispose of Face Shield Responsibly

Pricing (per item):
 
RRP: €12:50
21-60 Items: €9.3
61-500 Items: €7.23
501-1000 Items: €6.71
1001+Items: €5.68



Face Mask -SAFER-KIDS

3 layers
 
100% cotton
Reusable 
Washable at 60 deg, 
Ironing at 150 deg,
Mounted with 2 ear elastic loops,
Colour: Black and White

Pricing (per item):
 
RRP: €2.50
21-60 Items: €1.86
61-500 Items: €1.45
501-1000 Items: €1.35
1001+Items: €1.14



www.Face-Covers.ie
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